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1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION 
We consider a classical model which describes a system of conserved scalar 
nucleons interacting with neutral scalar mesons. The dynamics of these fields 
coupled through the Yukawa interaction are given by the field equations 
(43, - 4 w> 4 = gw, x) d(C 4 (a, = W), (l-1) 
(-cl + CL21 w 4 = &(4 4 @, 4 (0 = A - @/W). (1.4 
Here, # represents a complex scalar neucleon field and 4 a real scalar meson 
field. The real constant p describes the mass of a meson, and g is a coupling 
constant. 
In the case of relativistic fields, that is, when nucleons are described by Dirac 
spinor fields, we must deal with the coupled Klein-Gordon-Dirac equations 
which were investigated by Chadam and Glassey [I, 21, whose results are as 
follows: There exist global @-solutions of the Cauchy problem (1.3)-(1.4) for 
any P-initial data in one space dimension and global Cm-solutions for any 
Cm-initial data with the additional conditions #JO, X) = &(O, X) and &(O, X) = 
+s(O, x) in three space dimensions. 
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Both Klein-Gordon-Dirac equations and Klein-Gordon-Schrodinger equa- 
tions have energy forms indefinite in nature, which prevents us from discovering 
unified treatments for studying these equations. 
In this paper, we discuss the initial-boundary value problem for the coupled 
Klein-Gordon-Schrodinger equations in three space dimensions. 
In the case of one space dimension, the existence of global smooth solutions 
has been established by the authors [3]. 
Let D be a bounded domain in R3 with sufficiently smooth boundary %A 
We pose the problem (l.l)-( 1.2) which takes given initial and boundary data, 
in the cylinder Qr = [0, T] x Sz: 
Our purpose is to establish the existence and uniqueness theorems of global 
Cm-solutions of the initial-boundary value problem (1.1)-(1.2) with (1.5) and 
(1.6). The main difficulties lie in the proof of the existence of strong solutions 
and their regularity properties, which is established in Sections 2 and 4. Prior 
to this, we discuss the existence theorem of global weak solutions in Section 2. 
Section 3 is devoted to uniqueness results. In Section 4, we discuss the traveling 
waves of (1. I)-( 1.2) which have been important from a physical point of view. 
Notation 
For brevity, we denote the space of complex-valued functions and real-valued 
functions by the same symbols. 
Let ,9(Q) be the usual Lebesgue space of complex-valued or real-valued 
functions whose p-times powers are integrable with norm: 
1 * jp = (J-, 1 u(x),” dxyp < +a (1 GP < +m), 
I u Im = es;Eyp I +>I < +m (P = +m>. 
In particular, L2(@ is the Hilbert space with inner product and norm: 
(u, 4= s, 44 w(X) dx, 1 24. I2 = I[ II [I = (24, rp. 
H”(G) (m is an integer 21) denote the complex or real Sobolev spaces whose 
distributional derivatives of order <m lie in L2(G) equipped with inner product 
and norm: 
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where j = (j, , ja , ja), D = (a/&# (a/ax,)j2 (a/&#, and / j i = jr -+ j, -I- jS . 
Let C,,ffi(Q) be the set of all infinitely differentiable complex-valued or real- 
valued functions with compact support in Q. The spaces H,m(O) are the closure 
of C,,m(Q) in the strong topology of H”(Q). HP”(Q) (m is an integer 21) are the 
dual spaces of H,,W(Q), h h w ic are identified with the completions of the space 
L2(Q) with respect to the negative norms such that 
il u IL = sup(I@, ~11: v E f&V% II u IL < 1). 
I/ . II1 is equivalent to /j V . /I , where V = (a/&z, , a/ax2 , a/&,). Therefore, we 
employ (V ., V .) as the inner product of Iz&,~(O) and we denote it by ((., .)). 
For a Hilbert space X, La(O, T: X) d enote the space of strongly measurable 
functions u on (0, T) with values in X such that 
II u/I P.m(o*T:x) = ess sup I/ bilk < +co 
t~[%Tl 
and C”(O, T: X) d enotes the space of A-times continuously differentiable 
functions on [0, T] with values in X. 
The following lemmas are fundamental. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose f E Ho1(9); then the following inequality holds: 
If I4 < 21’2 llflV4 II w3’4- 
LEMMA 2. (See [5].) Let X, Y, and 2 be three Hilbert spaces with XC Y C 2. 
Let X be dense in Y and in 2, and the natural injections of X into Y and of Y into Z 
be respectively compact and continuous. W is defined as follows: 
W = {v: v E Lp(O, T: X), dvjdt E LQ(O, T: Z)} (1 <p,q < +a). 
Then W is compact in LP(0, T: Y). 
2. GLOBAL EXISTENCE 
Before showing the existence theorems, we define a pair of weak solutions and 
a pair of strong solutions. 
We call [$, +] a pair of weak solutions (l.l)-(1.2) with (1.5) and (1.6) in 
[0, 00) x Sz if IJ and (b satisfy conditions (wl)-(~3) for all T > 0: 
(wl) # EP’(O, T: H:(Q)), 4 EL-(0, T: H;(Q)), & E L-(0, T: L2(sZ)); 
(~2) J’d P(W), Y&N + ((W, WN - gW> 4(t), WI dt = -444% V>) 
for any complex function YE Cl(O, T: L2(sZ)) n CO(O, T: Hoi(Q)) such 
that Y(T) = 0; 
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for any real function @ E Cl(0, T: L2(Q)) n CO(O, T: H,1(sZ)) such that 
Q(T) = 0. 
[$, $1 is called a pair of strong solutions of (1. I)-( 1.2) with (1.5) and (1.6) in 
[0, a~) x Q if conditions (sl)-(~3) are satisfied for all T > 0: 
W) II, eLm(O, T: H,l(Q) n?P(Q)), 9t ELV, T: K,W)), 
cj EL~(O, T: Hz(Q) n H2(Q)), A E Lm(O, T: fCW’))> 
and 
& E L-(0, T: L2(sZ)); 
T 
(4 s wtw + 4(t) + Pfv) 4(t), Y(t)) dt = 0, 
for any comp”1ex function Y E CO(O, T: L2(Q)); 
(s3) s T (-4(t) + h(t) + CL~+(~) - gtCl(t) Wh @(t>) dt = 0 
for any ieal function Q, E CO(O, T: L2(Q)). 
Remark. Since & EL~(O, T: H?(Q)), & E Lm(O, T: L2(12)), and +5, eLm(O, 
T: H,l(sZ)), it follows that $ is continuous on [0, T] into HOI(Q), & is continuous 
on [0, T] into L2(Q), and $ is continuous on [0, T] into Hol(sZ) after eventual 
modification on a set of measure zero. 
The main results of this section follow. 
THEOREM 1 (Existence of Weak Solutions). Suppose that #o E Hoi(Q), 
$. E H,l(G), and+, E L2(Q). Then there exists at least a pair of solutions [I/J, 41 of the 
initial-boundary value problem (1. I)-( 1.2) with (1 S-( 1.6) satisfying (wl)-(~3). 
THEOREM 2 (Existence of Strong Solutions). If $0 E Hoi(Q) n H3(Q), 
b. E H,I(Q) n H2(D), and $1 E Hoi(Q), then there exists a pair of strong solutions 
of the problem (l.l)-( 1.2) with (IS)-( 1.6) satisfying (sl)-(~3). 
Proof of Theorem 1. We employ Galerkin’s method to prove the existence of 
weak solutions. Let {vi} (j = 1, 2, 3 ,...) b e a system of eigenfunctions of --A in D 
with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions, that is, 
-Aq = Xjvi (j = 1, 2, 3 )...,) vj /an = 0. (2.1) 
The system {vj} composes a base of L2(.Q) space. Each element belongs to 
HOI(Q) n H”(Q) (n = 2, 3,...). 
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Let 
(ori,( complex-valued) (2.2) 
and 
(/3&t): real-valued) (2.3) 
be solutions of the system (j = 1,2,3 ,..., m) of ordinary differential equations 
$-WV>, 4 - wm@>~ 4 + P2(#JW, q> - g(P(t> P(t), w,) = 0, (2.5) 
which satisfy the initial data #“(O, x), $“(O, x), and &“(O, x) such that 
in the strong topology of H,,l(Q), 
in the strong topology of H,l(.C?), 
in the strong topology of L2(Q). 
P-6) 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
Standard theorems in the theory of ordinary differential equations ensure that 
this system has the solutions [#*, $“I (m = 1,2, 3,...) locally in time which are 
uniquely determined by initial data, for each m. 
From (2.4), we deduce that 4” satisfy the four equalities 
wt”(~>~ PVN =44”(99 PYO) - gww Pw, Pwh (2.9) 
%4”(0~ VW = -wm(o~ vvv)) - sww P(t), Gv)), (2.10) 
-GP(~>7 th”(0) = -ww 4w>> - gwv>, P(t) d”W9 (2.11) 
-%4”(~)~ VW = -ww 4tmw - &t”(~>, P(4 d”(4). (2.12) 
Noting that each +” is a real function, from (2.9) and (2.11), we have 
Im [ii 11 zj” lie] = 0. 
It follows that 
II P(t>ll = II P(W G Cl -=E SW (2.13) 
where c, is a positive constant independent of tn. Below cj (j = 2,3,...) denote 
various positive constants independent of m throughout this section. 
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Now, from (2.10) and (2.12), we obtain 
(2.14) 
On the other hand, 4” satisfy the equality 
+ $ (II ~t~(~)l12 + II WYW + ~2 IIP(W) = dPV) PW, @W 
We have the trivial relation 
(2.15) 
= (k”“(t) PV)> P(t)) + WV) VW b”tO> + WV) PW, G’V)>~ (2.16) 
From (2.14) (2.15), and (2.16), we obtain 
g (II cYq2 + II ww)l12 + PZ II Pv)l12 + 2 II wY~)ll” 
-2g 1, I $w, x>12pyt, x) dx) = 0. 
Integration of both sides of this equation from 0 to t yields 
II 4t”“(W + II W”(t)l12 + p2 II C”(W + 2 II V’V)ll” - 2g s, I +‘V, $12P(t, x) dx 
= II $wO)112 + /I wYO)l12 + P2 llP10)l12 + 2 II wYO)l12 
- 2g j- I F’YO, 41” PTO, 4 dx. (2.17) 
5;) 
By virtue of (2.6)-(2.8), we have 
il P(0)l12, II C?YO)ll”, IIVP(0)l12, IIW”(0)li2 ,< c2 . (2.18) 
From Lemma 1, using Sobolev’s lemma, Hiilder’s inequality, and Young’s 
inequality, we obtain the inequalities 
I R I PW 9” PYO, 4 dx 
G I vtw: II d”(O)ll < II c”(O)ll; II V(O)ll < c3 9 
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-G 2 I g i I P(t);4 I P(t)14 1~ Pyf)l 
< 4 / g / 11 V/J’n(t)113’4 11 V$“(t)i~“14 I/ I/P(t)l15;4 1; +“(t)1i114 
< $ p2 I/ @“(t)l~’ + $ /I V+“(t)ii’+ $ I/ V#“(t)ll’ + T $ 11 p(t)ill”. 
From these inequalities and (2.13), (2.17), (2.18), it follows that 
II d?“(t)!!” + g II y”(q12 + : /L2 11 +“(t)112 + 4 /j V$P(t)li” -< C4 . (2.19) 
We obtain the estimates for c+PY, and z,+P~ using Sobolev’s lemma and 
(2.19). 
II !P(~>P(~)ll = (r, I P(4 q / P-(4 x)1” dJc)li2 
G 1 Pw4 I PYt>la 
(2.20) 
G II Py~)lll II Pill d c5 . 
Similarly we have 
II P(t) P(Ol < II P@)ll,2 < cf, * (2.21) 
Because of estimates (2.13) and (2.19)-(2.21), we can extract subsequences 
{+} and {@} from (4”) and {$m>, respectively, such that 
@-+* in Lm(O, T: H,r(L?)) weakly star; (2.22) 
f-4 in Lm(O, T: H,1(L?)) weakly star; (2.23) 
5&+4t in Lm(O, T: P(9)) weakly star; (2.24) 
@++y in Lm(O, T: P(Q)) weakly star; (2.25) 
t/&b-[ in Lm(O, T: L2(1;2)) weakly star. (2.26) 
Now, let I’, be the projection fromL2(Q) to the space spanned by [nr , T+ ,..., 
o,]. From (2.4) and (2.5), we have 
iy&” = -P,,,At,F - gP?&w”* 
4; = PTnAp - $4” + gP,#@? 
Since P,,, is a bounded operator for P(Q) to La(Q), we obtain from the above 
equations :
II Yvv)ll-1 < II P(~)llI + I g I II ?w~)d”“(~)l! < C? 7 (2.27) 
II 4:(W, < II PYt)ll, + p2 II PV)ll + I g i It VW IlrWll < ce . (2.28) 
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Using Lemma 2 with X = H:(Q), Y =L2(R), 2 = H-l(Q), and p = 4 = 2, 
we can extract subsequences (I,P> and {+} from {I,@} and {+“} such that 
++-* in L2(CJ) strongly and almost everywhere in Q, (2.29) 
F--d in L2(sZ) strongly and almost everywhere in Q. (2.30) 
Now, we show that y = #$ and 5 = #I$. Indeed, from (2.22), (2.23), (2.29) 
and (2.30), we deduce that 
@#f-+$x$ in L2(0, T: L1(Q)) weakly, 
+$L~IJ in L2(0, T:Ll(Q)) weakly. 
On the other hand, from (2.22) and (2.23), we have 
t,h$ EL~(O, T:L2(Q)) and t/h,6 EL='(O, T:L2(L?)). 
Then the desired results are obtained. 
Let c(t) (complex-valued) and r(t) (real-valued) be functions which are 
continuous and differentiable, with c(T) = 0 and r(T) = 0. Multiplying (2.4) 
and (2.5) by c(t) and r(t), respectively, and integrating by parts, we have 
I or PwYt)9 c’(t) 4 + w”m c(t) 4) - dPYt> P(t), 4) 41 fit 
= -+P(O), c(O) q), 
From the above results, we can obtain as m + + co: 
s ,= [+4(t), c’(t) ‘4 + W(t), c(t) Q) - gMt) C(t)> 44 dl dt 
= --i(vw), 40) 4, 
I ,7 WW~ y(t) 4) - Mt), y’(t) 4 + P2Wh y(t) 4 
- &W m, y(t) vdl dt 
= (54(0>~ y’(O) 4. 
These equalities are true not only for all functions which are finite linear 
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combinations of c(t) v, and of r(t) z’~ , but also, by continuity, for all functions 
YE Cl(0, T: L2(Q)) n CO(0, T: Hoi(Q)) such that Y(T) == 0. 
and 
CD E Cl(0, T:L2(Q)) n CO(0, T: Hoi(Q)) such that Q(T) = 0. 
The proof of Theorem 1 is complete. 
Proof of Theorem 2. We again employ the same method as that used in the 
proof of Theorem 1. 
Step 1. We obtain estimates for the initial values of approximate solutions. 
Let [z,F, $“J be the pair of solutions of the approximate equations (2.4) and (2.5) 
with initial data tim(O, x), $“(O, x), and &“(O, .x) such that 
in the strong topology of Hoi(Q) n fP(Q, 
in the strong topology of Ho1(J2) n Hz(Q), 
in the strong topology of H,l(Q). 
(2.3 1) 
(2.32) 
(2.33) 
From identities (2.4) and (2.5) with t = 0, we have 
++4”(0>, fJj> + (4”(O), 4 + g(tcI”(O) C”(O), q) = 0, (2.34) 
(4;(O)> y) - (d#“W, vj> + ~2(P(0), y) - g(PW) P(O), yuj) = 0. (2.35) 
Multiplying (2.34) by -A&,JO) and summing C,“4, , we have from (2.1): 
Integration by parts yields 
II w,m(w2 G II V3$Pv)lI + I g I II vP(o) 4”Kw II vt”m . 
Similarly, multiplying (2.35) by &(O) and summing J$?, , we have 
II $p)ll” < (II 4m(o>ll + P2 II Pwl + I g I II VW Pwl) II &p)ll * 
(2.36) 
(2.37) 
By the initial data (2.31)-(2.33) and inequalities (2.36) and (2.37), we have 
II vPt-P)ll 9 /I CWN G co . (2.38) 
Step 2. We obtain a priori estimates. Suppose that # and 4 are smooth 
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solutions of (l.l)-(1.2) with (1.5) and (1.6). We differentiate Eq. (1.1) and its 
adjoint equation with respect to t and multiply them by gt and $tt , respectively. 
We have 
Adding both sides of the above identities, we get 
$- II w&)ll” = &4(~) m, VW)> + gw> dtW* Yw)) 
+ dM~>~ #t(f) $(t>) + &h(t), w Ma 
Differentiating Eq. (1.2) in t and multiplying it by +tt , we have 
-Wt(~h MN + (M% At(t)) + PWG MN 
- iYG?w VW9 5w) - k+fYt) A(93 M4) = 0. 
Then it follows that 
$1 (II ww 4 II M~)l12 4 P2 II M)!12> 
= &4w aa At(t)) + &(O A(% MN* 
Now, we use the relation 
(2.39) 
(2.40) 
+ (94(t) #tt(G #(tN + W) MG WN + W) Ct(Q Mt)> 
+ 3(&(t) 5&(t), Jfuw 
This relation and (2.39)-(2.40) imply that 
$ (II Wt>l12 + II 4tt(412 + CL2 II ~t(W + 2 II W,(~)l12 
- &%w) W), W>) - ww w, W) - 2&(t) w, VW)) 
= ---6&W dtO>, #t(O). 
409/66/2-S 
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Integrating this identity from 0 to t, we have 
= --6g 1” (v&(s) M)> t4(4) ds + II WKN” + II MW” + P’ II 4tPl12 
0 
Using Sobolev’s lemma, Hijlder’s inequality, Young’s inequality, and Lemma 1, 
we have the estimates 
dW> 4(f), ?Jt(tN < w2 I ‘!? I II WW”‘” II +(t)lll IIw)l15’4 
< 8 /I Wt(t)l12 + H21’2g)8’5 II $(M’5 II ~t(t)ll”~ 
According to these estimates, we obtain from (2.41): 
II Wt(O12 + II M)l12 + P2 II 4t(W + 2 II Yt(a2 
< 8 II v$w)l12 + (KW”‘” II C(W5 + 1) II W)l12 
+ g2 II Wll,2 II &(t)ll,2 + 3 I g I f II & Ilpm(O.T:L*~n)) II 9,ll~~(o.T:‘Q2)) 
+ 9 I g I ll +t IlL~m(O.T:Lw s t I/ VI+~,(S)\/~ ds + (initial data). 0 
Moreover, by (2.13) and (2.19), this inequality implies that 
II W412 + II MaI2 + P2 II b&>l12 + f- II Wt(~)l12 
< GO II ~t(~)ll” + cnf II W&>ll” ds + cn 
(2.42) 
for 0 < t < T, 
0 
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where cl0 , cl1 , and c12 depend only on initial data and T, which is an arbitrary 
finite time. 
On the other hand, we differentiate Eq. (1 .I) and its adjoint equation with 
respect to t, and multiply them by & and & , respectively. Then we have 
+Mt>~ W))= -wfw w>> - dw) w, 9&N - dvYt) MO, ?4(tN, 
-+w, VW>) = -wt)~ 4t(tN - ghw WI 9(t)> - gbm w Mt))* 
These identities imply that 
Then, using Gronwall’s lemma, we obtain for a fixed t > 0: 
from which it follows that 
II W)l12 G ~13 f II Vs(412 ds + ~14 for 0 < t < T, (2.43) 
where c13 and cl4 depend only on g, T, and initial data. From (2.24) and (2.43), 
we obtain 
II WtM2 + II 4tt(t)l12 + P2 II C&)l12 + p II W(t)l12 
< '16 Lt II WsN12 ds + ~11 Lt II b4Nl” ds + ~17 for 0 < t < T, 
where cl6 and cl, depend on g, T, and initial data. Then, using Gronwall’s 
lemma, we have 
II V&II2 + II Mt>l12 + P2 II 4t(t)ll” + II wml” d Cl6 for 0 < t < T, (2.44) 
where cIs depends on g, T, and initial data. 
Step 3. We show the convergence of the approximate solutions of (2.4) 
and (2.5) with the initial data (2.31)-(2.33) to the strong solutions. 
We can apply (2.44) to the pair of solutions [#“, c$“] of (2.4) and (2.5). Hence, 
we obtain the inequality 
II Vt”Wl12 + II mt>l12 + P2 II dt”(t>l12 + II v$&m(t)l12 < $9 , 
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where cn, is independent of m. Therefore we can extract subsequences (CIv and & 
from #” and pi such that 
$t”+*t in LK(O, T: Hal(Q)) weakly star, (2.45) 
A” - 41 in LW(O, T: H,,l(Q)) weakly star, (2.46) 
$it-+tt in Lm(O, 1’: L2(Q)) weakly star. (2.47) 
Step 4. Now, we show that r,/~ EL~(O, T: &l(Q) n H3(Q)) and 4 EL”(O, 
Hal(G) n W(Q)). We rewrite (1.1) and (1.2): 
By (2.45), (2.47), and 44 EL~(O, T: L2(Q)), $4 EL”(O, T: L2(Q)), the right 
terms of (2.48) belong to Lm(O, T: L2(Q)) and those of (2.49) belong to 
Lm(O, T: L2(Q)). Hence A# gLm(O, T: L2(Q)) and 04 EL~(O, T: L2(52)). Like 
Lions [5], we can deduce that 
z,h EL~(O, T: H,l(Q) n E&Q)), 4 eLm(O, T: H,l(Q) n H2(Q)). (2.50) 
Moreover, (2.50) yields $4 gLm(O, T: H,l(Q)). Therefore the right terms of 
(2.48) belong to Lm(O, T: &l(Q)) and we obtain, by a method similar to that of 
Lions [5], 
# EL~(O, T: H;(Q) n H3(L?)). 
The proof of Theorem 2 is complete. 
3. UNIQUENESS 
In the case of one space dimension, the uniqueness theorem of a pair of weak 
solutions was obtained by the authors 131. However, in the case of three space 
dimensions, the problem whether the weak solution of (I .l)-( 1.2) with (1.5)- 
(1.6) is uniquely determined by the initial data or not is still open. In this paper, 
we establish the uniqueness theorem of the pair of strong solutions obtained in 
Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 3 (Uniqueness of Strong Solutions). A pair of strong solutions 
[+, +] of problem (l.l)-(1.2) with (1.5)-(1.6) is uniquely determined by the initial 
data. 
Proof. Suppose that [#u), +i)] (i = 1, 2) are two pairs of strong solutions 
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of (1 .I)-( 1.2) with (1.5)-(1.6) with the same initial data. Let 4 = 4(r) - #(2) and 
7 = +(r) - #+a). Then the following equations hold: 
-;t, _ ‘/j[ _ ppp’ + pp2’4’2 = 0, (3.1) 
-A7 + qt* + $7 - gIp’$P $ glpfw = 0. (3.2) 
We multiply Eq. (3.1) by 5 and the adjoint equation of (3.1) by 5. Then we 
have the following: 
By Sobolev’s lemma and Young’s inequality, this identity implies 
1 II cw2 < II 5(t)l12 + c20 II 7(t)l12, (3.3) 
where czo depends on g and initial data. 
On the other hand, we multiply Eq. (3.2) by Q . Then, we have 
+-g (II V7(t)l12 + II 7t(t)ll” + P2 II 7(t)ll”) 
= -&w 9w), 744) + &‘“V) WY 74% 
We obtain the following estimate for the right term of (3.4): 
(right term of (3.4)) 
G I g I (SUP I 9w4 4 + SUP I F2’(c 4) (II 4v)l12 + II 7t(t)l12). 
XsR se62 
Using Gronwall’s inequality for (3.3), we have from (3.4): 
II v7(9112 + II 7&)l12 + p2 II 7(t)ll” < ~21 ltLs c+-~) I 7(7)12 d7 ds + Lt II 7&)ll” ds. 
(3.5) 
Inequality (3.5) implies for a fixed t > 0 that 
II 7t(t)l12 + P’ /I dt>l12 < ~2 j-” II ~(41~ dT + /” II 7A~)ll” d7. (3.6) 
0 0 
Therefore, again using Gronwall’s inequality, we deduce that 
II 7(f)ll = II 7Wll = 0, II &)ll = 0, for Vt > 0. 
The proof of Theorem 3 is complete. 
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4. REGULARITY 
We now study the regularity properties of solutions of system (l.l)-(1.2) 
with (1.5) and (1.6). (From now on, we denote D,i = 8/&j.) 
The main theorem in this section is as follows: 
THEOREM 4. Suppose that q& E II; n H2+1(Q), & E H,1(s2) n 
IImax(2n-3~~a)(Q), and& E fZol(Q) n H max(2~-5~~-l)(Q) (n is an integer 22). Then, 
the pair of so&ions [+, 41 of (1 .l)-( I .2) with (1.5) and (1.6) has the properties 
D,j# E L”(0, T: H,+(Q) n H2n-1-2j(Q)) (j === 0, I, 2 )..., n - I), 
D,‘rj EL=(O, T: Hoi(Q) n H”-j(Q)) (j = 0, 1, 2 ,..., 71 - l), 
Dt”+ E L”(0, T: L2(Q)), 
where when n = 2, [#, $1 are the strong solutions defined in Section 2. 
COROLLARY. If &, , Co , and & are Cm-functions on fi vanishing on the boundary 
asZ, then the pair of solutions [#, 4-j are Cm-functions on Q. 
Proof of Theorem 4. We again employ Galerkin’s method. Let [#“, +“I be 
the approximate solutions of (2.4)-(2.5) with the initial data {$“(O, x), 4m(0, x), 
#t”(O, x)> satisfying 
in the strong topology of Hal(Q) n H2”-1(9), (4.1) 
in the strong topology of Hal(Q) n Hmax(2n-3,n)(Q), (4.2) 
in the strong topology of Hal(Q) n Hmax(2n-5sn-1)(SZ). (4.3) 
First, we establish the estimates for initial values of the higher-order deriva- 
tives of solutions. Multiplying the approximate equation (2.4) by (-X)2n-3 and 
using the same technique as that used in the proof of Theorem 2, we obtain for 
wyo, 4: 
II v2~~-“Gvv < II v2n-1pyo)ll + I g I I/ 02-pyO)ll (I VyqO)ll . 
Analogously, we have 
1; v”-2G(w < II Vn~m(0)ll + e II Vn-2+m(0)ll + /g I I/ Vn+m(0)ll II vn-2+;: /I. 
Successively we may obtain the estimates for Dtj@(O, x), D$$“(O, x), and so on. 
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Hence, we establish the following estimates for the initial values of the higher- 
order derivatives of the solutions: 
II wwul2n-1--2j < $5 (j = 0, 1, 2 ,..., 7t - I), 
11 Dh$“(“)iln-j < c26 (j = 0, 1, 2 ,..., n - I), 
11 Dt”bp(o)il < c27 , 
where ca5 , cz6 , and c27 are positive constants independent of m. 
Now, we show the energy inequalities for higher-order t-derivatives of #” 
and $” which are approximate solutions of (2.4)-(2.5) with (4.1)-(4.3). From 
now on, for simplicity, we denote 4”(t) = # and 4”(t) = 9. Differentiating 
Eq. (2.4) and the adjoint equation of (2.4) n times in t, multiplying them by 
Dn+l t C+,, and summing Cj”=, , we have 
i(D;+% DY+‘#) = -(AD,“+, Dz”“#) - g(Dt”(W, I):+‘$), (4.4) 
--i(DF+l#, DT”#) = --(D;+l#, AD,“+) - g(DT’%& Dt”(t&)). (4.5) 
Equations (4.4) and (4.5) with integration by parts imply that 
$ II VD,y II2 = &A’Y~#), D;‘l#l + g(D;“+l+, Dt”(++)>. (4-6) 
Differentiating Eq. (2.5) 12 times in t, multiplying it by Do+‘&,, and summing 
xi”=, > we obtain 
-(OD,y, Dl+‘$) + (D:+% D:+‘+> + CL~(D~‘% D;+‘$) - g(W(@), DT+‘#) 
z.zz 0. 
This identity implies that 
+ -& (!I VDt’V II2 + I! D;+‘$ II2 + p2 II 49 II”) = dD,“(tb$), DF+1$). (4.7) 
Now, differential calculus, with the help of certain identities for binomial 
coefficients such as (z) + (&) = (“i’) and the usual chain rule, yields the 
relation 
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From (4.6)-(4.8), we have 
- zg ‘2 (” f ‘) (D$,hD$, D;“-‘4) 
j=l 
- zg nf (” ; ‘) (D;+1-‘#D$,6, D,j$) - g (, r 1) (Dt”+Dt& Dtv) 
j=l 
- g i, 14. 1) (D$,hD&, DtC> - g in II. l) (Dt+‘t% Dt”+)- (4.9) 
Using Lemma I, Sobolev’s lemma, and Hiilder’s inequality, we obtain the 
estimates 
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2gn2 (‘) (D:@:-‘4, Dt’$$) < K,,I/D,n~l11’4/1 VDt’Vl13’4 + K,, , 
j-0 3 
2gn2 (‘) (D$,hD$,D;-$) < K,, (1 Dt”# 111’411 VD,n$ 113”, 
j-0 / 
2g '2' (7) (07jWt"$, Dt?, < &3 II &‘V ll1’2 II V4’V 113” + G , 
j=O 
where Ki (i = 1, 2,..., 14) depend on lower-order t-derivatives of 4 and 4, i.e., 
D&,6 (j < n - 1) and D& (j < n). In reality, we have 
< K' I Dt'Y 14 + K” < Go II NV IV4 II VW+ P4 + K,, . 
The other estimates are obtained in a similar way. 
From these estimates and (4.9), we have the inequality 
II TO,“+ II2 + II DF”‘+ II2 + p2 II DtV /I2 + 2 II VDt’V II2 
< Kl5 II Dt”+ IF2 II VWlF, P + Km I” II VD,VNl12 A + Kl, (4.10) 
0 
+ (inital value), 
whereK,(i=15, 16, 17)dp d e en on lower-order t-derivatives of I/J and 4, i.e., 
D,l+ (i < n - 1) and L&$S (j < n). 
On the other hand, we differentiate Eq. (2.4) n times in t and the adjoint 
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equation of (2.4) n times in t, multiply them by ajn, and by oIj,, , respectively, and 
sum from 1 to m. Then, we have 
QY+v, Dt”#) =< -(AD,*& DtV) - g(Dt”(#4), Dt”#), 
-@hV, X’“$) ~z +A”#, A@“#) - s(&“lcr, &“(@)). 
Subtracting (4.12) f rom (4.11) and integrating by parts, we obtain 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
Using Gronwall’s inequality, we can easily show that 
(4.13) il Dt?b(W < G It II VDsWsN2 ds + &I . 
0 
According to (4.13) and Young’s inequality, (4.10) yields 
(left member of (4.10)) 
< K2p I/ &“lc, ii2 -t # /I VW# 11’ + K23 jt /! V4n~(s>l12 ds + K24 
G K25 j” /I VD,“$(s)ll” ds + i /I VDtn$(t);’ + K23 jt II VD,“$(s)l12 ds + K2,3. 
0 0 
Moreover, by Gronwall’s lemma, we have the energy inequality 
where the constant KS7 depends on lower-order t-derivatives of I/J and 4, i.e., 
DtjqP (j < 12 - 1) and D&P (j < n). 
After the usual induction argument, we know that the left side of (4.14) is 
bounded by a constant independent of m. 
Then we can extract subsequences {IcIy, c+‘} from (I/P, d”} such that 
Lm(O, 1’: Hoi(Q)) weakly star, 
L”(0, T: Hol(sZ)) weakly star, 
L”(0, T: H,‘(Q)) weakly star. 
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Using a method similar to Step 4 in Theorem 2, we deduce that 
D,$b E Lm(O, T: H,1(i2) n H2k+3-2j(J2)) (j = 0, 1, 2 ,..., K + l), 
D,j$ EP(O, T: H,1(s2) n Hk+2-j(Q)) (j = 0, 1, 2 )..., k + l), 
Of*“+ E Lm(O, T: L2(sZ)). 
Therefore, Theorem 4 is true when 1z = K + 1. 
The proof of Theorem 4 is complete. 
5. TRAVELING WAVE SOLUTIONS 
From a physical point of view, we are interested in the problem of whether 
Eqs. (1. I)-( 1.2) admit traveling waves or not, and their behavior if they do. 
For example, we look for the solutions as follows in one space dimension: 
$(t, x) = Y(x - 2vt) exp(i(wt + YX)), 
$(t, x) = aqx - 2vt), 
where Y, w, and o are real constants. 
In the case 4v2 = 1, Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2) admit the solutions 
(%(a + v2))lj2 sech((w + y2)lj2 (X - 2~t)) exp(i(wt + VX)), 
$(t, x) = (2(w + v2)/g) (sech((w + v2)lj2 (X - 2&))2. 
When 4v2 < 1, w = -v2 + p2/(1 - 4~7, and u = &g/(1 - 4$)fP, we have 
2(1 -p4v2~1,2 (x - 2vt)))2. 
Are the above traveling wave solutions stable, and do they have the remarkable 
properties of solitons? (See [a.) 
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